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PH: 9835859669                              CLASS 7TH    

    J S U N I L  T U T O R I A L  
        P U N J A B I  C O L O N Y  G A L I  0 1  

    BIOLOGY TEST PAPER  

1. Fill in the blanks      (1x10=10) 

I) Insect exchange gases through ---------------- 
II) The exchange of breathed air passes into blood at ------------ 
III) ---------- is the substance present in blood and transport  oxygen 
IV) ---------- blood cells protect body from diseases 
V) ---------- is the thinnest blood vassal in human body 
VI) ---------- device used to hear the heart beat 
VII) The los of water through the stomata of leaves called -------------- 
VIII)---------- is the tinny filtering unit of the kidney 
IX) --------  is male reproductive organ in plants 
X) Yeast reproduce by -------------- 

2. Answer in one word      (  1x5=5  ) 

I) Which flower has both male and female organ 
II) Name the process by which spirogyra reproduce 
III) Name the liquid parts of blood 
IV) Name the process in which doctor remove waste from body if kidney is not working properly  
V) What is the respiration without oxygen 

3. Answer these questions (short types)    (2x5=10) 

Q1. How do yeast reproduce 
Q2. Why do rate of heart beat increase after running? 
Q3. Name the constituents of blood 
Q4. Why do we some time suffer from muscles cramp 

4. Answer these questions (any five)       (5x5=25) 

Q1. What is the difference between breathing and respiration 
Q2. What is anaerobic respiration?  Does it occur in human body also body? 
Q3. How combustion and cellular respiration are similar? 
Q4. Differentiate between arteries and veins? What is the importance of capillaries? 
Q5. What is the relationship between the rate of heart beat and pulse? 
Q6. How is sexual reproduction differing from asexual reproduction?   
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